
Guide to use properly social networks

GRANDPAS 
AND 
CHILDREN BE 
CAREFUL



WHO And WHY
Children and the elderly, who 
aren’t digital know-how, are 
exposed to the same risks 

because they are new to these 
platforms and haven’t the 

sufficient skills to avoid digital 
dangers.



Studies show new 
generations (Gen Z and 

Alpha) are used to utilizing 
digital devices and internet 

already at a young age. 

This might cause problems 
such as difficulty to 

socialize and to learn.

CHILDREN



The Social Networks
YOUTUBE

Where videos of 
different types are 

uploaded

INSTAGRAM

Where you can 
share your life 

through posts and 
stories

TIK TOK

Where you can 
see and upload 

short videos
(vines)

OMEGLE

Where you can 
videochat with 
random people 

DISCORD

Where you can 
talk to other 

people, watch 
films and play 

games



YOUTUBE
RISKS

● Inappropriate videos for children
● Misleading ads
● Link in the description to product placement and to donate money to the  content 

creator
● CYBERBULLISM: trolls and haters may comment in a negative way

YOUTUBE KIDS
Youtube has recently created this alternative platform for children. 

The content is family friendly and  selected to be appropriate for the younger viewers.



INSTAGRAM

RISKS

● GROOMING: receive strange direct 
messages from adults

● Scammers
● Cyberbullism
● The child may not understand what is 

appropriate to be posted
● DISTORTED IMAGE OF REALITY

PERSONALISED 
CONTENT

The feed is adapted to the user’s 
taste. The child is less subjected 
to inconvenient contents which 
may put in danger his innocence.



TIK TOK

RISKS

● Dangerous challenges

● In the long term it may reduce the attention span, having bad consequences at 
school, as in the free time and hobbies. ADHD has got more and more frequent 
especially in children and pre-teenagers.

The story of the little Antonella.
Some months ago, in Palermo, a 10 years 

old suffocated herself with a towel to 
replicate the “Blackout challenge”



DISCORD and OMEGLE
RISKS

● There aren’t any protections, controls and privacy
● There are adults looking for explicit contents
● Malicious people could get informations about you, your address or house 

habits



TELEGRAM
RISKS

● There are no limits of contents, one of the 
most diffused is pornography

● It’s connected to the phone number
● There are scams
● PIRACY: People illegally upload films and 

songs , violating the copyright

In 2020 in Italy 432 men between 
the age of 18 and 71 were arrested 
for groupchats with pornography 

and pedophilia



WHAT CAN WE DO? … 
A message to all the parents

First of all get yourself informed, for instance attending a 
course held by fraud squad (in Italy “Polizia postale”) and 
then make your sons conscious about the risks on the 
internet and teach them how to use it in a responsible way.

Moreover control, not in a invasive way and mostly 
involving them, the websites they use and people they talk 
to.  



ANOTHER TIP!
Day by day all the main manufacturers of devices 
like mobile phone etc.. are developing their products, 
adapting them to the new era of technology, more 
open and so exposed to very young people: as a 
result they are improving the security of their 
devices, letting the adults to create their own family 
account, that can host other profiles and so they can 
have more control on their children. It means also to 
add restrictions and create safer accounts with ‘’only 
for kids’’ applications (ex. Youtube kids).



Why do they use it?
○ 78% of seniors say that they like 

going online because it enables 
them to find the information that 
they need easily.

○ 60% of them believe that you 
can stay up to date when it 
comes to policy and political 
issues by surfing the web.

○ For around about a third of 
seniors, the internet is 
considered a trustworthy source 
of information and news.

THE ELDERLY



APPS

Social network 
mainly used by 

adults, very similar 
to Instagram

FACEBOOK

Messages sent 
by strangers

EMAIL AND 
SMS

Browser with 
websites about 

all the topics

GOOGLE



FACEBOOK
RISKS

● Scams
● Fake news and disinformation, 

people upload and then others 
reposts articles that are sometimes 
not true

● Identity theft and online stalking
CURIOSITY:

The stalking on facebook is 
now charged by the law court 

with a fine or prison.



EMAIL, WHATSAPP AND SMS
RISKS

PHISHING:

Strangers could send you help requests  asking 
for your money and promising they will fully 

refund you. 

You could receive a weird message from your 
bank asking to put your bank account number on 

a non official website.



GOOGLE
RISKS

● Shopping online sites which aren’t reliable and just steal your money without 
sending you the product

● Pop-up which encourage you to click on them and then put virus into the mobile 
phone or computer



WHAT CAN WE DO? …
 Tips to help your grandparents

First of all inform them about the risks online and accurately teach them the proper use 
of the mobile phone and computer which they’re strangers to. 

Before ordering something online or reply to an email with personal data, tell them to 
always check you.

Lastly buy and install antivirus for the computer!

USEFUL TIP
There are specific phones designed for the 

elders which are intuitive and safe



Our conclusion
Internet is a necessity in the world we live in, so it’s important to teach children and the 
elderly to properly use it in a responsible way. Despite of this we have to remember of 
their naivety and alert them even of the dark side of it.

Moreover payments, appointments and medical prescriptions are made online, so it can’t 
be a choice to use it or not.
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